


Ellevo Heavy Lift specialise in Lifting Management and Assurance services, providing 
our clients with expert and impartial advice, completely free from bias, ensuring there 

is no conflict of interest. Lifting Assurance on a project is a key fundamental when 
maintaining safety, quality and compliance. 

Our team of consultants have the industry knowledge and technical capabilities to 
perform detailed and robust due diligence on technical submissions. 

Having gained a wealth of time-served experience in heavy lifting operations, our 
subject matter experts have the skills to target the technical conditions and due 

diligence requirements for all aspects of lifting operations which enables the delivery 
of decisive risk mitigation, whilst still optimising planning, resource and equipment. 

We have the engineering expertise to assess our clients Lifting and Transport 
proposals to evaluate both commercial and technical feasibility.

Lifting Management & Assurance



Technical Support & Engineering

Ellevo Heavy Lift offer a flexible, client-focused approach based on our experience 

supporting complex heavy lift campaigns, across several heavy industry sectors which 

include Nuclear, Oil & Gas, Renewables, Construction New Builds and Refinery 

Turnarounds.

Our strategy is to constantly challenge standard approach and relentlessly push for 

smarter, faster and more efficient ways to deliver lifting operations at every level, whilst 

always ensuring the highest of safety standards.

Utilising the very latest technology and OEM software, our Lifting Engineers offer 

technical expertise coupled with real time-served experience in all aspects of heavy lift 

and transport operations helping to ensure our client’s lifting operations are expertly 

delivered throughout an entire project lifecycle.



Ellevo Heavy Lift deliver compliance management services which helps to ensure our 
clients meet and exceed their obligations in accordance with legislation, standards and 

industry best practices.

Our team of consultants have decades of experience in lifting compliance, 
improvement scopes and gap analysis reviews spanning several continents.

Implementation, training, communication and auditing are key elements when 
developing and maintaining an effective compliance system.

Ellevo Heavy Lift have proven industry experience of development and improvement 
programs, working with our clients to deliver best-in-class lifting standards.

Compliance



Ellevo Engineering Services offer bespoke turnkey packages to support your global 

heavy lift projects.

Our team of industry leading design and engineering experts are here to support you 

from concept through to delivery.

Engineering Services
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